
Hania Gross Rosenberg, born 1934 in Oświęcim (Auchwitz), Poland, talking about the town having a 
population of 16000-17000 of which half were Jewish; her father being the third generation of his 
family to own an export-import business dealing in grains and coal; his mother being born in Austria 
and doing the administration in the family company; speaking Polish and German at home; the oldest 
sister of her father having married in Vienna and having died in the Spanish flu in 1919; the youngest 
sister of his father, Charlotte, and her husband moving from Vienna to London in 1938, where they 
were interned, suspected of being Austrian spies; the middle sister of her father, Regina, working in the 
family business in Oświęcim and her husband being the accountant of the firm; the father of her brother 
moving to London before the war; being the only child because her mother saw the rising antisemitism 
and a war coming, therefore choosing not to have another child; her father refusing to leave until 
September 1, 1939 when his family and his sister Regina's family tried to escape walking east towards 
the Soviet border; Magda, the housekeeper and nanny, carrying Hania on her back; having to turn back 
when shot at; in spring 1941 being forced to get on trucks and go to the ghetto in Sosnowiec; her 
mother, who spoke Polish and German, working at the warehouse in the ghetto, where people got paid 
for their work (like sweeping the streets or transporting the dead) in soap or coal; coming with her 
mother to work, always drawing strength from her; learning how to read and write there; her mother 
being tall and blond, "looking Aryan"; her mother getting to know the Wehrmacht guards at the watch 
towers and arranging for Hania's escape; in late summer 1943, standing behind her mother at the gate 
and running towards the forest when the guard looked the other way, just as her mother had told her; 
being met by a woman who hid her under a big checkered shawl and said "let's go to Magda", the 
former housekeeper of the Gross family; not staying with Magda, because she was not married, but 
with Magda's brother who had five children; being introduced as their cousin; there being a forged birth 
certificate for her; her mother having a hard time after arranging Hania's escape, because Hania's father 
did not know about her plans; Hania's aunt Regina resenting Hania's mother for not arranging to hide 
her children as well, but it was hard enough to arrange it for one child; Hania liking work on the small 
farm, herding geese; being accepted as a cousin by the younger host siblings; after a year, having to 
hide in the potato cellar every day, because a neighbor told the host family he knew who Hania really 
was; during all this time, just doing what she was told, not thinking; going into a vegetative state, "I 
was no longer a thinking human being"; freezing all the time; staying in the cellar during the day until 
the end of the war; the fear of groups of Soviet soldiers arriving in November and December 1944; 
Russian troops, with heavy weaponry and horses, arriving in January 1945; Magda fetching her and 
taking her to the Auchwitz concentration camp because "if your parents don't come back I want you to 
know what happened to them"; lighting a candle for her parents on the square where the orchestra had 
played inside the camp; seeing the piles of corpses and the crematories, at the age of 11; staying with 
Magda but being very sick in TBC; not having grown at all during the war and being able to wear her 
old clothes; Magda contacting the organization JOINT which was looking for Jewish children who had 
been separated from their parents; with 160 another children, staying in a camp close to Warzaw until 
August 1946; her mother surviving Ravensbruck concentration camp, where she worked in an 
ammunition factory; her mother having gone to Sweden with the White Buses from the Swedish red 
Cross; it taking a year for Hania to get a passport to transit to Sweden; remembering the sunset in 
Gotland, Sweden, after going there by airplane and then on to Stockholm, Bromma airport; being met 
by a social worker who took her to Hotel Terminus where she had her first orange which she did not 
know how to peel; going to Arvika, Sweden, by train; meeting her mother and "feeling the years we 
were separated disappearing in a second"; her mother working in a hospital for women refugees in 
Arvika; there being no medical treatment for TBC, but having a lot of cream and fresh air; her mother 
telling her about the camps, her friends there, the Kapos and Mengele; hearing her father had not gotten 
up from his berch in Auschwitz after three weeks there and him having been cremated alive; her father 
not having the same strength and survival instinct as her mother; getting involved in organizations for 
survivors as an adult and helping organize a conference in Poland; there being a hierarchy among 
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survivors, where child survivors (born 1929 and later) were not recognized as first generation 
survivors, referring to categorization by Claims Conference; child survivors first being expected to get 
on with life because it was assumed they had forgotten their experiences; later having their PTSD, 
panic attacks and depressions recognized; advocating for third generation survivors quoting research 
showing genetic changes due to trauma; still not being comfortable saying she is Jewish in Sweden; 
still feeling like a chameleon, always adapting to the surroundings.  
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